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Ep. #11763



 Katie and Simon plead their case to Margo, but they are interrupted when Dahlia has a seizure in the ambulance. They accompany Margo to the hospital, where Margo questions Dahlia. She maintains that Simon is guilty of murder, has another seizure and dies. Worried that she may have sealed Simons fate as well, Margo recommends that he get a good lawyer. Rose and Carly approach Jack about gaining a moment alone with Weston so that they can exact their revenge. Jack agrees to turn a blind eye to their antics and they set out to find Emily. Meanwhile, Hal is forced to tell Emily that Barbara stayed with him for a short amount of time while she was at the spa. Their argument soon turns to passion. Carly and Rose show up and convince Emily to take part in their plan to torment Weston. They hide out in the interrogation room where Jack deposits Weston and leaves him alone. The women, dressed as nurses and armed with a blue beverage, confront Weston. Later, Will returns home, reunites with Hal and is thrilled to learn that Daniel and Emily have moved back in. Jessica and Lisa discuss the telegrams they received inviting them to Bonnies wedding. They plan to go and Ben, concerned about Isaac, decides to accompany them. In Scotland, Ian surprises Bonnie with the news that they are getting married tomorrow. He tries to deflect Bonnies concerns by asking her if she is still in love with Isaac. Bonnie agrees to marry him, despite the rush, and Ian orders Garrick to get rid of Isaac.
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Writer:
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Director:
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